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Bug Safari!
Before you begin, it’s a good idea to wear
long trousers and closed shoes to stop you
getting scratched or stung by plants and also
to stop any unwelcome hitch-hikers from
taking a ride on your skin.
Carefully search your garden or chosen
habitat by looking on plants, under stones, in
rotting wood and just about anywhere there
is space to hide or things to eat.
You can use a pot or jar to gently catch your
bug so that you can look at it more closely.
Observe it for a while, try to identify what
you have found then be sure to put it back
where you found it and replace anything you
may have moved (like stones or branches).
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Amazing Invertebrates!

Go On A... Bug Safari!
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Large White Butterfly
Pieris brassicae

Also known as a ‘cabbage white’ because their
caterpillars love
eating cabbages and other similar plants. Thoug
h mostly white,
they do have black spots and wing-tips.

Polyommatus icarus

These little butterflies are usually found in grassy habitats such
as gardens, meadows and sand dunes. The males are a striking
blue but the females are brown with small orange spots. Their
ga
caterpillars ‘pay’ ants for protection from predators by producin
sugary liquid that the ants like to eat.

Red Admiral
Butterfly

Insects (6 Legs)
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Vanessa atalanta
These large butterflies are a common
sight and one of the last to be seen
before winter, often feeding from ivy
flowers in late autumn. They hibernate
over winter as adults (often in sheds
and bunkers) before emerging in
spring to find a mate.

Insects (6 Legs)
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Small Skipper
Butterfly

Meadow Brown Butterfly
Maniola jurtina
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Skipper butterflies get their name
from the bouncy way in which they
fly. They have broad bodies which
give them the appearance of a moth.
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These butterflies can be found all over
the British Isles from June - September
in a variety of grassy habitats. Their
caterpillars are a yellow-ish green
OTT
with small white hairs.

Thymelicus sylvestris
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Small
Elephant
Hawk moth

Euplagia quadripunctaria
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Named after our own island of
Jersey, this moth was once rare
on the British Mainland. However,
climate warming has enabled it to
increase its range as far as Norfolk
and the East of England.

This brightly-coloured pink
and green moth gets its name
from the trunk-like front of its
caterpillar. It can be found flying
May - August and especially
likes to feed on honeysuckle and
fuchsia flowers.

Insects (6 Legs)
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Tyria jacobaeae
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Insects (6 Legs)

Osmia bicornis
Over 90% of British bee species are
solitary (live on their own). Red Mason
bees get their name from the way
that they nest in holes between bricks
(masonry) in walls and houses, though
they also make their home in tubes in
insect hotels. Females collect mud to
seal up their nest cells, keeping their
babies safe over winter.
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Pterophorus pentadactyla

This unmistakeable moth has
thin,
pure-white wings which are
split
into feathery plumes. It can
be
found during the summer
months
in gardens and hedgerows,
with its
caterpillars feeding on bind
weed.

Red Mason Bee
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Bombus terrestris

One of our most recognisable
bees, the Buff-tailed Bumblebee
is one of the first to emerge in
spring. They nest underground
in small colonies, often using
abandoned rodent burrows.
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The bright colours on this day-flying
moth warn predators that it is poisonous.
It can be found in open, grassy places,
especially on light and sandy soils. Its
yellow and black stripy caterpillars feed
on poisonous ragwort plants. These
plants are often removed from fields
and gardens meaning that the moths are
increasingly rare.
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Cinnabar Moth

Buff-Tailed
Bumblebee

Insects (6 Legs)
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This reddish-brown dragonfly is an ambush predator.
You often see them waiting patiently for their prey on a
branch or leaf and when it flies past, they take off and give
chase . At rest, dragonflies hold their wings out to the sides
whereas damselflies hold them closed along the length of
their body.
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Ischnura elegans
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Tipula paludosa

Leptophyes punctatissima

Commonly known as ‘daddy-long-legs’,
crane flies are thought to resemble a
crane bird with their long legs. Their
larvae are known as 'leatherjackets' and
are a favourite food for Choughs.
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Hoverfly

Tettigonia viridissima

These large, bright green crickets
are carnivorous, eating flies,
caterpillars and larvae. They make
a loud chirp by rubbing their wings
together. Female crickets have a
long ovipositor at the back which
looks like a tail. This is what they
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Episyrphus balteatus
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Palomena prasina

Chorthippus brunneus

The many types of shield bug get
their name from their shape which
is similar to a knight’s shield. They
are also known as ‘stink bugs’ due
to the smelly liquid they produce if
they feel threatened.

Grasshoppers have much shorter, stubbier antennae than
crickets. Field Grasshoppers prefer short, dry grass where
males and females can be heard calling to each other with a
high-pitched chirp. They are herbivores (only feed on plants)
with a large part of their diet being grass.

Froghopper
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Polydrusus formosus

Though this weevil is tiny
(around 5mm long), it is easily
spotted due to its beautiful
metallic-green colour. The adults
eat young leaves and the open
blossoms of trees and shrubs.

Insects (6 Legs)
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Tytthaspis
sedecimpunctata

This ladybird is noticeably
smaller than others (just 3mm
long). It lives in grassland, feeding
on pollen, fungi and nectar.
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Ladybird Larvae
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Sixteen-spot
Ladybird
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Ladybirds start their life
looking quite different to their
parents. Adults lay their eggs
on leaves which hatch out into
these strange-looking larvae.
Ladybirds and their larvae are
efficient predators that eat
thousands of aphids (small
bugs that can damage plants)
so they are good friends to
have in your garden!

Seven-spot
Ladybird
Coccinella septempunctata

Rove Beetle
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The Seven-spot Ladybird is the most
common ladybird in Europe. Despite their
pretty appearance, ladybirds are quite
fierce predators, eating their way through
thousands of aphids in their lifetime. If
they feel threatened, they can release a
smelly, foul-tasting fluid from their hind
legs to deter predators.

Unlike most rove
beetles, this
small red and bla
ck beetle can
be seen active du
ring the day. If
they feel threaten
ed, rove beetles
raise their tails like
a scorpion,
though they cann
ot sting.

Insects (6 Legs)
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These long-bodied
orange beetles
spend much of the
ir time on
flowers such as hog
weed and
cow parsley. They
prey on other
insects that visit the
flower, as well
as feeding on nectar
and pollen.
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Wasp Spider
Argiope bruennichi

Oedemera nobilis

These beetles are most often
seen on open-structured flowers
on warm days where their
metallic-green bodies are very
easy to spot. Thick-legged flower
beetles are great pollinators.
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These exotic-looking spiders are
mostly found in the Mediterranean
but can also be found in Jersey and
Southern England. Their yellow
and black stripes confuse predators
into thinking that they can sting
like a wasp when, in fact, they are
harmless! They make a zig-zag
pattern on their webs to reflect UV
light which attracts insects.
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Invertebrates With More Than 6 Legs
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Invertebrates With More Than 6 Legs

This woodlouse gets its name from
the way it turns into a tight ball when
threatened, making it look like a pill.
Like all woodlice, it feeds on dead
and decaying plants such as rotting
leaves and wood. Woodlice can drink
through their bottoms and sometimes
eat their own poo!

Common
Centipede
Lithobius fortificatus

Although their name suggests
that they have 100 legs, the
common centipede has just 15
pairs of legs. Other species of
101 pairs! Centipedes
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Not all spiders make webs to catch
their prey. The White Crab Spider
chooses a flower that matches its
colour and camouflages itself so
that it is ready to pounce on visiting
pollinating insects! Adult females can
actually change their colour to match
the flower they are on (between
white, green and yellow) though this
takes a few days.
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Invertebrates With More Than 6 Legs
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Garden Slug
Arion hortensis

Banded Snail

The soft, slimy body of slugs are made up mostly
of water
meaning they can dry out easily in warm weath
er. Slugs are
most active after rain, hiding under logs and
stones when the
sun comes out. Slugs move with rippling waves
under their
body, releasing a slimy mucus to help them
slide along and
prevent the ‘foot’ or base of the slug from getting
damaged.

Cepaea nemoralis
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Earthworm
Lumbricus terrestris
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Invertebrates With No Legs
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Join the
National Trust
Did you enjoy discovering
incredible invertebrates
on your Bug Safari?

There are many benefits to beco
ming a member of the National
Trust for Jersey including:
Free entry to all Trust sites in Jerse
y such as Le Moulin de
Quétivel, Hamptonne and our Geor
gian house at 16 New
Street
Free entry to over 300 National
Trust properties in the UK and
worldwide
Free children’s events throughou
t the year including Rock Pool
Rambles, Bug Safaris, Woodland
Wanders and Hop To It!
Reduced rates for the hire of Trust
properties Le Câtel Fort and
Le Don Hilton
Two magazines per year

By joining the National Trust for
Jersey, you and your family will have
the opportunity to visit more truly
memorable places, attend lots of
exciting and educational events and
most importantly help us to look after
special places in Jersey forever, for
everyone.z
Membership starts from just £15 per
year. Visit www.nationaltrust.je/
joinandgetinvolved/membership
to sign up.
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Join The National Trust

10 % discount in the Trust’s gift shop
s and Locke’s Café

DISCOVER • ENJOY • PROTECT

Join The National Trust
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